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Young children speak to us more directly through behavior than
words. They speak from a child's world-a world in which they believe and make-believe. In their world there is often no cleavage
between the two. This can be confusing to grown-ups, who are themselves conscientiously striving to reach "reality" and "outgrow" fanCo.)
tasy, and to teach small children to do the same. Fortunately, however, some grown-ups manage to unify their world and still retain
some gleams of make-believe within it. Such people, with left-over
gleams of childhood, can still enjoy and believe in children's makebelieve. Such people, I think, most readily understand and enjoy
a child's world where reality and fantasy live side by side in harmony.
And such people, I think, are the authors of this book-parents,
teachers, students of young children-who are members of the Writers'
Laboratory of Bank Street College of Education, or students in our
courses in Children's Language and Literature.
The interest of Bank Street College is centered in children and
their education in the broadest sense of the word. We have been associated with stories for young children since the HERE AND NOW
STORY BOOK appeared in 1921, thirty-five years ago. A second
Bank Street collection of stories, ANOTHER HERE AND NOW
STORY BOOK, followed some twenty years ago, written by a group
of authors who became the first members of the Bank Street Writers'
Laboratory.
The stories in both of the HERE AND NOW Story Books were
based on the belief that small children live intensely in the here and
.now; that they welcome stories that help them to see, to hear and
to feel all the rich diversity of their world; that they welcome, too,
• LUCY SPRAGUE
fantasy that is presented in terms that they can understand and which
MITCHELL
Acting President, Bank symbolizes their own feelings. And yet we realize that the very title
Street College of Edu- of this new collection-BELIEVE AND MAKE BELIEVE-indicates
that it contains more fantasy than did the earlier books that we called
cation; Founder of the
Writers
Laboratory; HERE AND NOW Story Books. Does this mean that we, at Bank
Author, Here and Now Street College, are now repudiating the basic concept of children's
Story Book, Our Chil- interest in the real world around them and their need for stories that
dren and Our Schools, help them to enjoy and to understand their experiences in the real
Two Lives, and others; world? Far from it! We continue to believe that the "here and
co-editor, Believe and now" is a young child's laboratory, the field that he himself can
Make-Believe
and explore and through his explorations acquire knowledge about the
real world. But we have never limited "learning" to the acquisition
others.
• Foreword from the
forthcoming book, Believe and Make-Believe
(E. P. Dutton and
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of "knowledge." Nor have we ever thought that a young child's need
to satisfy his intellectual curiosities was more important in his development than his need to create a fantasy world of his own as an
outlet for interpreting his experiences, and often as a bulwark against
realities too harsh or too mature for him to manage emotionally. We
have always emphasized a child's play as the significant way he
learns to organize his world while, at the same time, it gives him
scope to express his feelings, for or against the experiences that life
brings him. And such expression we have always regarded as an essential part of learning and of sound child development.
In his play, a young child reveals what a large part fantasy holds
in his life. We say a child "plays back" his experiences. True-but
not the whole truth. More often than not in his play he changes
his role from the one he lives in the real world to a desired role in
his fantasy world. With equal ease a young child can play he is a
helpless baby who commands complete attention from his mother,
or that he is the all-powerful mother taking care of her tiny baby.
And a young child who has experienced a real boat in action can
"make-believe" that he is the boat itself or its captain, or that a block
of wood is a boat or its captain. He can even be the wind or the
smell following an auto-or almost anything. I once saw a five-yearold stand rigid and silent for over fifteen minutes in a corner of a
make-believe grocery store where his companions were actively selling
and buying food. When questioned, this child explained that he was
a ham!
Make-believe may be more real to a young child than is "reality,"
as an adult understands that word. Listen, for instance, to this record
of two young three-year-olds---one a guest playing in the house of
the other, the small host. The mother of the child who was host
came into the room. Both children were crawling around on all
fours, baring their teeth and growling fiercely. The mother stood
watching these two small "wild beasts." Suddenly the guest child
approached her, but did not touch her, and began making jaw motions and noises of eating. Then he turned to his little host and remarked, "I've eaten her all up!" Whereupon the child, whose mother
stood in plain sight, burst into wild tears and screamed, "Spit her
out! Spit her out!"
The reaction of this young child illustrates how slender is the
separation for him between reality and make-believe. It also shows
how impressionable he is, how casual remarks· by grown-ups, pictures
that he sees and stories that are read to him, may enter his life as
true, for better or for worse. The ready acceptance as real of whatever is offered to a young child puts a heavy responsibility on grownups who are around children and on writers for children.
3

The story of adventure is popular at all ages. Many a jaded-or
just a tired adult feels he comes alive when a story brings him a vicarious experience of violence and horror. It is significant, however,
that many adults use a murder or a mystery story as a sleeping pill!
Surely that means that he has distinguished between this pleasurable
vicarious horror and reality? Not so, with a young child. He carries
to his bed and into his dreams and into his wide-awake fantasy
world, the fear of the springing tiger with bared teeth that he has
met in his picture book or the old witch he has met in the bed-time
story read to him by his devoted mother. The child is not jaded;
he does not need fear to make him feel alive. And yet a young child
loves adventure.
We may well ask, what is adventure to a young child? That depends upon his age. A young child's life is full of small adventures.
The stage-set for the adventures of a child of two or three is commonly his home-sometimes a nursery school. The stage-set expands
steadily at four, five and six to include more and more things outside
the home. Sixes are fully equipped to enjoy vicarious adventure that
might happen, or that they would like to have happen.
A young child personifies anything that he himself can feel like
or, as we say, can identify with. And being such a creature of action
himself, he identifies easily with things in action-trains, autos, airplanes, boats, a steam shovel; with people who are doing somethinghis mother cooking, his father putting on his hat and going off to
work, with workmen whom he sees in action, from house builders to
postmen. Perhaps he identifies most easily of all with animals. When
a child plays back these first-hand experiences, he becomes all these
things and people. Remember "Spit her out!" Remember too, the
silent ham ! Grown-ups still retain something of this power of becoming the people they meet in a novel or on the stage. Some grown-ups
retain even the power to become a tree or a bird or a train or a
steam shovel. We call such people artists-poets or writers if they
use words in which to express this power to others. And it is an adventure-for young or for old-to become even fleetingly something
or somebody other than oneself.
So I say, give a young child stories of adventure, yes. Give him
stories of fantasy, yes. But let the fantasy be on his level of maturity,
not on that of the adult who is writing for him. And let the adventure be one that gives him confidence to explore the world, not fear
of the world. At best, a child has a hard enough time growing up.
Don't let us handicap him by introducing confusions or fears that
have no reality but in which he may genuinely believe.
Why has a child a hard time growing up? Inevitably, he grows
up in an adult world most of which he does not understand, with
4

adults who, too often, do not understand what "youngness" means.
For one thing, youngness means a kind of dependence upon grownups for affection, love, feeling wanted that goes far beyond the dependence upon other human beings that no adult outgrows-or should
try to outgrow. His youngness makes it easy for a child to interpret
a parent's occasional harsh or irritated word, or a necessary absence,
or attention to a new baby as withdrawal of love from him. And
this is a frightening as well as an agonizing experience. Here is where
a fantasy story that symbolizes his own loneliness may help a child.
Another thing that youngness means is plain ignorance of the way
things behave in the world around him. A young child has to learn
everything: a baby has to learn that his own toes belong to his own
body! He is eager to learn. And his chief tools for learning are his
senses and his muscles. So he uses these tools, but, alas, in an adult's
world. He throws things that break or have to be picked up. He takes
apart things that belong together. He destroys what is precious to
adults but not to him. He brings havoc where there was design and
order. He has to learn, of course, that others have rights and precious
possessions. The adult has to limit a child's free explorations for his
own safety as well as for the safety of the adult's precious possessions.
But the adult who takes care of children and the writer for children
have a positive role, too. There is much that a child from two through
six can safely explore-sometimes by himself, sometimes with an
adult, sometimes with a story. A story can best bring back to a child
a pleasurable experience if it is told in the same sense and muscle
terms in which he first took in the experience. And a story can also
extend a child's experience if the new is not too far removed from
what he has already experienced at first-hand.
Another thing that we writers for children can do is to give them
pleasure in sounds. Children's play is not confined to play with
things. They play with sounds before they can say words. And they
play with words before these words have meaning for them. They
never lose the pleasure of the sound of words, if, in talk and in stories,
they are given words that have rhythm or pleasant or amusing sounds
and words that are arranged in patterns.
Children also have an almost riotous sense of humor if it is on
their level of understanding. A joke is funny only if it gives you
something you did not expect. Children's slender knowledge limits
their expectations largely to the physical-things are not where you
expect them to be, somebody or something doesn't behave the way
you expect it to, names are applied to the wrong things or the wrong
people. The humorous stories in our collection might be called "whimsical" rather than "magic." This we find good; it is more in keeping
with a child's own humor.
5,

Bank Street College is able to speak with authority about children's
interests and their needs in stories. We have conducted research on
what stories mean to children; we have experimented with various
forms of story-telling in our Writers' Laboratory and have tried the
results not only in the Bank Street School for Children but elsewhere.
Our experience has not made us feel infallible; on the contrary, it
has made us cautious. For we know that, though all children pass
through stages of development, these stages do not necessarily match
their chronological ages. We, the members of the Writers' Laboratory,
have tried to write stories that fit into some real nook in the child's
world.
Many reasons and much thinking by many people lie behind the
new emphasis in the new collection of stories from Bank Street College
of Education; what current books are now available to young children-what the cost of such books is- and above all, what young
children themselves, in their eager pursuit of knowledge about the
here and now world around them, and in their fantasy play in which
they express their fears and joys, their anger and their love, tell us
of their child's world-a world in which they believe and makebelieve.
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5-orcej in GJucalion
• From a talk to the
student teachers, Bank
Street College of Education.

• JOHN H. NIEMEYER
President-elect, Bank
Street College of Education, Headmaster,
Oak Lane Country
Day School, Temple
University.

I should like to mention three forces---0r movements of ideas, if
you will-within the field of education in the twentieth century which
we must be aware of as we go forward as teachers.
The first is the concept that learning always involves the objects
outside the student-the things to be learned, to be understoodplus the act of learning itself. This concept, which we today associate
largely with Dewey, is actually something that lone thinkers in the
field of education have been saying for centuries. If you go back
into the history of education, you will find individuals who have said
that experience is not just the thing experienced-the external- but
that it is that which happens inside the individual experiencer.
As Montaigne put it, "In truth the tears and expense which our
fathers devote to education have no other aim but to furnish our
heads with knowledge. Of judgment and virtue, not a word.... We
are apt to enquire, does he know Greek or Latin? Does he write
poetry or prose? But whether he has become better or wiser, which
is the main thing-that question is left unspoken. We should enquire
who knows best, not who knows most."
And we can go back to Solomon and his distinction between knowledge and wisdom. Again and again, philosophers of education have
said about what Dewey has said: that what happens in the learning
experience is the interaction between the human personality and the
stimuli. The educational experience is what takes place inside the
learner. This, it seems to me, is the fundamental contribution of
John Dewey.
The second force which is active today in the field of education
began with the work of Sigmund Freud. While Dewey was developing
his theories of the learning process, Freud was independently doing
his studies of the human being, of the human spirit, which led to
the development of the whole psychiatric, psychoanalytic field. All
of this work today is either a deviation from, or extension of, the
work of Freud.
What Freud did was to discover and to find ways of doing something with the fact that the unconscious exists in every human being.
That is, within each of us are forces of which we are not awareforces which, at least in part, come from things which we call instincts or drives.
Freud also pointed out that if we are to understand human behavior
we must realize that within the individual there is a constant struggle
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between forces, forces pushing him to the left and those pushing
him to the right. The individual is constantly tom between various
impulses, desires, which are unconscious as well as conscious. Much
of the behavior of man, therefore, is not explicable on the basis of
what he rationally thinks he is trying to do, or what he thinks he
wants. Rather, it must be understood in terms of the unconscious.
Teaching must take this important fact into consideration. We
must know more about the inner workings of children, and also of
ourselves as teachers, if we are going to deal effectively with human
behavior. And is not a goal of education the affecting- the changing-of human behavior?
The third force that I wish to mention is the enormous influence
of the social sciences as a virtually new group of disciplines. Only
a little over thirty years ago, James Harvey Robinson, the great historian, wrote about these sciences and about the fact that they offered a new opportunity in the struggle of human beings to evolve a
better society. He mentioned the biological sciences, and the thennew sciences of sociology and psychology.
Just think for a moment- at that time, only thirty years ago, none
of the cross-cultural studies had begun, very little anthropological
work had started, and while some work in sociology had been done
years before, the amount of study that has taken place since 1922
simply dwarfs to insignificance that which was done earlier.
I call this to your attention because I wish that somebody had told
me, when I started teaching, some of the things that I could be optimistic about! I entered teaching during the depression- which was
no help to optimism-with a sense that mankind had gone through
its process of learning, that all the sciences were basically mastered.
Now I look back and realize that in 1930 we were only beginning.
And I feel that today in 1956 we are just entering an age of objective, scientific study and understanding- which is going to mean
a revolution in the field of education. This revolution isn't going to
come from nowhere-it will come from you, the teachers of the next
generation. The big discoveries which will provide the knowledge
necessary for the evolution of practice- and it always seems to take
about fifty years for practice to develop from knowledge-those big
discoveries will be made by people who are sitting tonight in classrooms, just entering the teaching profession. We are just at the
beginning of knowing something about how children learn, about
how to teach.
I feel certain in my own mind that fifty years from now people
- perhaps you will be among them- will look back on 1950 and say:
How on earth did those people struggle along without knowing some
of the things we take for granted today?
8

BY EVE MERRIAM

From the small round planet of ball and bubble and orange
From the tall round planet of enormous laps and voices Ohing above
From the sun and moon of mother father
He comes to earth
To build a single-minded tower
Of block on block
Of
me

And topples and builds again
And fellswoop down and gleeful up again
Till time for more than simple safety round
And single upanddown
Now side and subtle slant and tunnels to explore
Bridges tentative to span:
Teachers and other children and dusty new-smelling rooms
All to test with his future-powering hands.
Fearful, fascinating, fearful:
This morning presses down with iron weights.
Will he never let go of my hand?
Never extend his fingers on their own
To the widening freighted world?
And finally does,
And all the coming years
Appear and disappear
Briefer and lighter than smoke.
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• CHARLOTTE B.
WINSOR
Chairman, Graduate
Program, Bank Street
College of Education.

An old Bank Street dream has been to follow our students into
their teaching careers, not only to help them over the hard bumps of
beginning teaching, but to test out our own training program. Were
we realistic in expecting that within a year, we could develop in
young people sufficient insight and confidence to make it possible
for them to enact the basic theoretical knowledge that we were giving
them? To this end we have always put heavy emphasis on the student
teaching part of the program, and on our concept of personalprofessional guidance. From time to time we have followed up our
students in formal and in informal ways, and in the main we have
had reason to believe that our graduates were giving far better than
average teacher performance. But until recently we saw no possibility
of undertaking a systematic program of evaluation.
In recent years, however, the crisis shortage of teachers has brought
dramatically to the fore the distressingly high percentage of teacher
mortality ( professional, of course!) in the first two years of teaching.
T here has also been a demand for speed-up in the education of
teachers in order to get them quickly into the field. Throughout
the country, emergency summer programs consisting of six weeks
of intensive training have been developed. In many cases, novice
teachers have taken over classrooms without any teacher training
at all. Most of these solutions were frankly inadequate. Were there
other ways more creative, we wondered, of preparing students adequately and also getting them into the field early?
This year, with the support of the Fund for the Advancement of
Education, we have had an opportunity to work at relieving the
teacher shortage, and at the same time, to make our dream of evaluating our own program come true. A special program was developed
by which a selected group of students would enter the field of teaching
within five months of coming to Bank Street College for their graduate training program. At the end of the first half-year, we planned
to follow these young teachers into their classrooms to work through
their beginning teaching problems. It is this part of the program
which gives us the chance to test the effectiveness of their training.
In September, a portion of our entering class were invited to join
this pilot group. These students were admitted to Bank Street through
the regular admissions procedures. They were selected to become
10

the pilot group because they had expressed interest in the elementary
ages; they wished to teach in public schools; they were willing to
remain within the metropolitan area for the first year or two of
their teaching careers.
These criteria were practical. The crisis in teacher shortage is acute
in the elementary years in public schools, which accounted for the
first two. For the third, it was necessary for our students to be near
the College if they were to have the benefit of close supervision
and guidance, as well as to return to the College for seminar and
course work, and to qualify for the master's degree a year after they
went into paid teaching jobs.
Beginning in February, eleven students in this program began
their teaching careers after one semester of training. They are teaching in most of the elementary grades from the first through the sixth.
Nine students are teaching in the New York City public school
system, two in suburban communities. Their classes represent the
whole gamut of the socio-economic pattern in our community, from
the most deprived newest arrivals in an upper West Side school in
Manhattan to the children of a highly favored suburban community.
One student is fortunate enough to have only nineteen children in her
first-grade room; others are working with registers of thirty-four.
What had we done in those brief months to prepare these students
for their present situations? In developing this program we debated
with ourselves whether, by stressing their need for classroom competence, we and in the long run, they, would lose that quality of teacher
development in depth which we have come to think of as one of
Bank Street's special strengths. We would consider it a disservice to
the field to turn out people who were adequate technicians and
nothing more. And so we worked with these students more intensively
on the know-how, or in the teacher's jargon, the how-to aspects of
classroom work, and at the same time we arranged for them to participate with the rest of the group in the major theoretical courses
given during the year: Child Development, Curriculum Principles,
and Cultural Trends.
We saw to it that the student teaching assignments represented a
range of ages within the elementary years, and for all but two
students, included at least half of the semester in a public school.
This pilot group was visited more frequently by College staff members in their student teaching placement than our program normally
allows. In addition to the regular scheduled adviser visits there were
regular visits by the Bank Street curriculum adviser assigned to these
students. In this way we hoped to give these students, so soon to
become teachers, specific curriculum assistance to enable them to
take a more active role as responsible leaders in their student teach11

ing situations; to alert them to the techniques and materials used
by the teachers with whom they were placed; to help them to develop and use their own materials; to give them a conscious awareness of the techniques of classroom management as well as the presentation of content. A series of special workshops was developed at
the College which stressed the practical day to day needs of teachers
and called upon the talents of the College staff in many areas.
This pilot study in teacher education has two major purposes. The
first is to develop a method of working with these students in their
classrooms as beginning teachers; the second to study our process,
to assess its values and to report upon it as fully and as objectively
as possible. The first purpose has been enacted as described here.
A first step in the study aspect of the project was to assess fully
the students who were in the pilot program. To this end this group
was given a special battery of tests developed by the Bank Street
research department, in addition to the material which all our students submit for admission. These students have also taken nationwide and city-wide teacher examinations. The group is small, and
therefore not significant statistically, but it is of interest to note that
in the National Teachers' Examination this group was comfortably
in the top quartile of all those who took the examination, although
they had had only one half-year of teacher training. They were all
required to take the New York City Board of Education examination mainly for the practical purpose of job placement, and also to
give us some objective comparisons with students who in the main
had come through four-year teacher training programs. Although
scores have not yet been published it seems safe to assume that all
of our students passed the examination, although the expectancy of
failure is in the thirty percent range.
In addition to this objective assessment program, this pilot group
has been observed and recorded by a team of Bank Street faculty
at regular intervals in their student teaching placements. The process
will be continued throughout their first teaching year. It is hoped
that through this intensive program of assessing capabilities and
recording performance, we may arrive at some resolution of some
of the basic dilemmas of teacher education.
We have accepted as axiomatic that nothing takes the place of
experience in learning. To this end, we at Bank Street have always
provided for major and long-term experience in student teaching.
Now, experimentally, we go one step further. We suggest that with
help a student may learn even more quickly and more deeply when
she is working in a responsible teaching situation.
The design of this pilot project gives us an opportunity to test
this hypothesis. A shortened student teaching experience combined
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with a directed and guided early teaching experience may provide a design for the most proficient learning about teaching as
well as to get teachers into the field more quickly.
At one of our recent weekly conferences, we posed these questions
to the group: first, how do you compare the value of student teaching with teaching in a real job to your development as a teacher?
Unanimously and emphatically these students agreed that the re•
sponsibility for a class developed their insight and skills as student
teaching could not possibly do.
The next question posed was: if this be the case, do you think
you could have taken a class without any student teaching experience,
providing that a training institution such as Bank Street stood behind you with guidance and supervision? The answer to this was
also unanimous and emphatic-it would have been impossible. "But
how could we?" they asked.
One might say that from the students' own evaluation of their
experience, this program is on the right track, but this would
be completely subjective. In this program, we expect that the study
techniques we have mentioned will provide more objective evaluation of the situation. What is now needed is an examination of the
process as well as the outcomes of such a pilot program in action.
It would be far from the fact to assume that all of the pilot group
are now successful teachers, or even necessarily on the road to be·
coming so. Each of them is having a hard time in some way. For
some, the difficulties of daily living with large groups of children,
the impact of child aggression upon one another and even upon the
teacher, the burden of developing and carrying programs under these
conditions, are onerous. Our weekly seminars and conferences are
filled with cries for help.
But even in the first few months of this teaching experience we
are beginning to see signs of the students' identification of themselves
with the role of the teacher. They are finding it difficult to stay
home with a cold for fear that the substitute who takes their place
will not be good for the children. They haunt the library for stories
to meet the special needs of their own classes as they never would
when a story for children was merely an assignment in a course.
The seminar is filled with professional exchanges among themselves.
They may need help in fulfilling their ideals of themselves as
teachers, and this we stand ready to give. We feel that the pilot
program has given and will give us an opportunity to work with
our students in a variety of ways for deepening and strengthening
the qualities of interpersonal relations and keen and eager interest
in further intellectual development. This is our opportunity and
challenge.
13
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• EVE MERRIAM
Member, Writers Laboratory, Bank Street
College of Education;
Winner, Yale Younger
Poets' Prize; Collier's
Star Fiction Award;
Author, The Real
Book About Franklin
D. Roosevelt, Montgomery, Alabama, the
for th coming
Emma
Lazarus: Woman With
a Torch, and others.
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Writers, being human, are naturally gregarious, and so from time
to time, you find them banding together in workshops, study classes,
literary conferences. In the course of my own writing career I have
on occasion joined a variety of such groups, and invariably left them
-out of boredom, inertia, rebellion at what seemed arbitrary rules,
annoyance at the lack of high critical standards-you name the
reason, and I've probably had it.
There is only one exception and that is the Bank Street Writers
Laboratory which I joined only a year ago, but I have no intention
of leaving- not ever, I'm quite comfortable, thank you . . . .
What is so special about the Lab? We are a most motley crew:
giant-tall, Tom Thumb-short, Jack Sprat-lean and Mrs. Sprat-stout.
Some are parents, some are not. Some are professional authors of
long standing, some are trying to break into the field. Some of us
are teachers, others of us work at quite un-teacherly jobs. Some are
id-minded, some shun that monumental monosyllable. Some came
into the group because they were Bank Streeters from way back;
others, like me, are Johnny-come-lately's, attracted by the asterisk
on the best of the Little Golden Books (* tested and approved by
the Bank Street College of Education, pioneer leaders in research
and education for young children).
What is it that holds us together, that brings us back to the group
every other Thursday evening? What makes for the homogeneity in
such a diversified assortment of typewriter-pounders?
The plain and happy facts of the matter are that we all like children ( this is different from being "childlike"-we haven't a noticeable naif in the group), and we all want to write for children vividly
and honestly, using the child's doubly truthful world of fact and fantasy. We see children not as guinea pigs to practice on, not as subjectmatter for "cute" anecdotes, but as personalities stretching with tiptoe
eagerness, with open-handed desire to grasp the world they inhabit.
We try to share their wonderment; we try to understand the growing
world together.
We are serious about our enthusiasm. There is rarely a dearth of
material in the Lab, and almost never a lack of inspiration as is all
too often the case in other writing workshops. For our themes come
from the life of the child-inner and outer. Our material is forever
bubbling over, skipping about, hopping on one foot and then the
other, exploring, exploring, chasing racing, tearful and gigglefuland all the time developing. We may not all be successful all the time

( or even part-time) but like the famous little engine, we keep on
huffing and puffing, because we are confident we are on the right
track.
There is an atmosphere of friendliness and cooperation in the
group, but there is no nonsense. One member reads a manuscript
aloud. Another frowns: "No, a two-and-a-half year old would never
react as you have made her. That's more a three-and-a-half level."
This is not carping or splitting hairs. It is intelligent criticism. For
the Lab, as I have said, is concerned with the child's reality. And
a two-and-a-half year old's life is vastly different from what it will
be a year later.
Our source material is Everychild-in his commonness of experience
and his altogether delightful uniqueness. We listen, and we try not
to improve upon his nature but to correspond to it. We learn to
watch a young child running in the rain-the light drizzle of April
drops. How does he see it, smell it, taste, hear, touch?
"Look," the youngster laughs and holds out his hands. "I can
catch it!" He becomes intoxicated with his new knowledge, his power.
He sticks out his tongue. "See? It's warm!" Up turns his face; he
shuts his eyes (so that he can concentrate on hearing). "MM-it's
like tiny tunes diddleing dummeling!"
The Writers Laboratory member learns to make such mental notes.
Not for another "The rain is raining all around / It falls on field
and tree / It rains on the umbrellas here / And on the ships at sea."
No, nothing that general. Rather, notes for the child's Here-andNowness of the rain: how all his senses reach out to the wet world.
And, if we are lucky, we learn to enter his make-believe realm
as well, not by forcing the invisible door ( what grown-up could find
it alone?) but by letting him lead the way. (No key is needed; the
door is never locked.)
A three-year-old curls up in bed at night with her stuffed animal.
"Mickey," she whispers and hugs the cotton batting tighter, "You
were a naughty naughty puppy today. Very naughty." (The word
naughty gives such sheer enjoyment, it must be repeated.)
"Naughty haughty. Naughty haughty. Naughty aughty." (Bouncing in bed at the happy badness) . "And / was so good! Didn't I
bring you porridge in bed? And didn't I pour a milkshake in your
asparagus soup? Oh how naughty you were! Well, all right then,
I'll give you a pink kiss and a green kiss and a blue kiss because
that's your favorite color." ( And snuggles contentedly to sleep.)
The Writers' Laboratory member eavesdrops shamelessly; it is important to learn not only from the outward child, but from the inner
"Mickeyness", too.
The child's world may be small-scaled, but it is many-levelled; it
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is a challenge to catch the dancing concepts. " I like bulldozers and
mailmen and milk and tunnels and rainbow taxis-they're all my
friends." We know that his world consists of mud as well as marshmallows-and don't both have the same delightful squeezability?
We try to reflect the magic in matter-of-factness, and the believability in make-believe. Concrete-mixers and moonlight. Both have
their places.

A live alligator was brought to school by a lady from the zoo.
Touching its bumpy back, one child said, "It feels like com on the
cob."
Seven-year-old Johnny discovered relative size.... "To a cat you
must seem like the Empire State Building."
A seven-year-old boy said of his three-year-old sister, "She's too
young to go to school- she doesn't know what's being bored and
what's not being bored."
Five-year-old singing, "I come from Alabama with my band-aid
on my knee."
"I have a new hat, with muffins over my ears."
Betty had been taken surf bathing and the next time a trip to
the beach was proposed she said, ''I'll play in the sand, but I won't
go in that smash-water!"
A five-year-old feeling a grown-up's suede jacket, "It feels like
liver."
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This May morning the auditorium at the Bank Street College of
Education was to be the scene of a curriculum study report. A detailed study of the College community, Greenwich Village, had been
made by the whole class of some forty of our graduate students before they undertook their projects. The group of six reporting this
morning had decided that children need a museum of their own,
a community museum, a cultural center geared to their age and
interests. Now they would present the "plans" for such a museum
Mary introduced the project.
"When we first talked about a Village Children's Museum," she
said, "we expected to hear cries of 'What! Another museum in New
York City?' We were not disappointed. But a children's museum is
not another museum in miniature. It is distinctive in focus, in selection of exhibits, in methods of display, and in its attitude toward
its guests.
"Our proposed museum would operate on two levels: it would
work closely with local schools in helping to develop and interpret
their curricula, and it would work with any individual child, encouraging him in his explorations in the arts and sciences."
Mary drew a rapid picture of how the museum would function.
The main exhibits would be full scale models through which children
could walk, handling displays, trying on costumes. Films, slides,
dioramas-supplementary material would be available both in the
museum and for loan outside. Teachers could participate in workshops to familiarize themselves with background material. Exhibits
would be coordinated with activities in the arts and natural and
physical sciences. There would also be opportunities for individual
children to develop special interests and skills.
Mary introduced Barbara, who described the building, pointing
frequently to small cardboard models on the table in front of her.
It was to have two floors and a roof. On the first floor would be
the administration offices, a series of small consultation rooms, and
a large auditorium which might be used conventionally or set up as
a big open exhibition hall. On the second floor would be all the
studios-woodworking, ceramic, painting-the laboratories for science,
the library and a small exhibition gallery. The roof, besides housing
a lunchroom and salesroom, would have a garden and small zoo
of tame animals.
The museum would be open on weekdays from 10 A.M. to 5: 30
P.M. and evenings by appointment. It would be closed in July and
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open only to teachers in August. There would be no admission
charge.
Before sitting down Barbara introduced Anne, Curator of the
Social Studies Division of the Museum. Anne told us that the staff
considered social studies the focal point of the museum. "We feel
that the exhibits in major museums in the city are too large and
bewildering. They are not focussed primarily on children. Perhaps
I can best explain our ideas by taking you with me through our
first exhibit. Our theme is 'The Meeting of the Orient and the Occident', chosen because of the vast inportance of the Orient in the
world today and because it is usually a neglected subject in our
schools. Come with me first into a market place in India."
Anne led us in fancy through a life-size display. Here were stalls
with colorful Indian wares, figures in typical scenes-men in native
costume holding native instruments while a music player in the background played the tunes, boys weaving cane chairs, an elderly man
weaving khas of long strips of dried grass to be used for shade mats,
a woman reeling cotton on a Charka, a potter with his wheel. In
the center, puppets were acting out a traditional story. Bamboo
torches stood ready to be lit at nightfall.
"Herc in this market place," Anne said, "the children can· wander
about looking, touching, smelling. Perhaps as they admire the bright
colors and designs of the Indian handwork they will wonder if we
in the West have lost something somewhere as we grew into our
machine-made world. They will gather a feeling of respect and admiration, especially important in our world where every sixth person
is an I ndian."
After visiting the market place the children would see films about
India, go to the studios to paint, use clay, wood, or play Indian
musical instruments. They would gather with a museum staff member to discuss what they had seen and perhaps end up in the library
to find answers to unanswered questions.
As Anne sat down, Joan, the curator in charge of Physical Sciences,
rose to her feet. "One of our primary goals," she said, "is to acquaint
modem city children with the complex world in which they live.
Too often they grow up unable to contact or understand the mechanical phenomena which serve them and with which they must
deal every day."
She described the museum's permanent exhibits set up to achieve
this goal. There would be a life-size modem living room-kitchenette
apartment. Here at the click of a switch the walls would become
transparent, revealing pipes, wiring, insulation. The heating, water
and electrical systems would be different colors and easily traceable.
The pipe~, too, would be transparent so that the children could see
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the water and steam coursing through them. Faucets, radiator
switches and thermostats would be where children could turn them.
Even the window sashes in this apartment would be transparent with
the pulleys clearly visible. The refrigerator and gas range could be
opened up in cross section. The sofa, too, could be taken apart so
that the children could study its construction. Here many of the
hidden processes of everyday modern living could be easily revealed.
There would be other smaller exhibits that would help children
understand such things as the subway, the telephone ( most likely
the telephone company itself would set up a display in the museum),
a factory. A real automobile and a small cub plane would be there
and the children would be permitted to handle them.
"Our science exhibits will tie in with the social studies exhibits,"
Joan explained. "For instance in connection with the theme of India
we will have a display of the simple machines still in use in India.
We will show what their methods of transportation are and we will
have some models to illustrate their new water power installations."
Laboratories, too, would be open to the children and their teachers
in which, with a staff person to guide them, they could search out
answers to questions stimulated by their visit. "We will have two
science people, a man and a woman," Joan added. "Too often science
is male-oriented, and frightens the girls. We want the very feminine
girls to enjoy laboratory research. We'll give them a chance to work
with our woman staff member and carry out experiments relating
to cooking and textiles. Some of the girls, of course, will prefer to
work with the boys and discover the principles that govern construction, machinery and that sort of thing."
She held up a small chart to show us some of the workshops the
Science Division had prepared in advance for the first session.
How Our Clothes are Made Houses for Us
The Work Water Does
Machines and How They Work
Fire and Fire Prevention
As Joan sat down, Naomi arose. "I shall tell you about our plans
for the natural sciences," she said. Naomi was here on a year's visit
from Israel, a visit from which she would carry back to her country
many new ideas about children and education. "As curator of this
division, I would like to invite you to come to the roof with me.
This is what you will see."
She held up a cardboard model, a stage set of the roof. In one
comer there would be small cages arranged not in rows but in an
attractive free form design. In them would live such small animals
as squirrels, rabbits, chickens.
"The children will be allowed to take the animals out of the cages,
to feed them and pet them. We want the children to feel at home
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with them. Many children in the city have no experience at all with
animals."
Nearby a terrarium with plants and turtles would be set up where
children could do some planting of their own. Telescopes of the right
height for children would invite children to explore the heavens, while
just beyond the telescopes a small model of a rocket station would be
a surefire attraction. The staff hoped that the rocket station would
lead to valuable discussions.
"American children," Naomi said, "are full of misconceptions
about space science, thanks to the comics. We would hope to help
them separate fantasy and reality. There could be wonderful experiences for children in this museum."
A young woman in a plaid cotton dress rose to her feet. "I'm in
charge of the Art Department," Sally said. "Like the rest of the
staff, I believe that learning takes place through play, through activity, through living. The studios in our museum will offer children
an on-the-spot opportunity to react actively to what they have seento express and clarify their impressions while they are still fresh.
Imagine coming straight from the Indian Marketplace to a studio
where paints, paper, mosaic tiles, clay and a potter's wheel are
waiting for you."
A gay atmosphere would greet the youngest children as they entered the Art Carnival. Here while music played they could paint,
draw, model, experiment with a three-color kaleidoscope, work with
well designed puzzles, or handle two or three dimensional manipulative toys.
In the studio for the older children, besides the usual art materials,
they would be offered a chance to experiment with pigments and
grinding. Sometimes a class would be taken out on a "seeing walk"
in the neighborhood and there would be outdoor sketching sessions.
The Art Department would carry a large load of the work of the
museum's other departments, too. They would help to set up the main
exhibits and be responsible for many of the smaller ones.
"For example," Sally said, "in connection with the Oriental exhibit,
we would gather and hang paintings made by children in India,
Japan and other Eastern countries. We would also show adult work
such as some of the beautiful Chinese and Japanese prints."
There would be constantly changing exhibits of contemporary art
from many countries. Through the universal language of art, the staff
felt children would not only begin to sense the individual flavor and
atmosphere of different countries and their peoples, but they would
also find a kinship, a basis for friendly feelings.
"And, of course," Sally added, "our galleries will be hung with
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the work that the children do in the museum. That will be the most
exciting exhibit of all."
Helen concluded the report.
"I will act as a sort of catch-all at this point-try to tell you
about the library, loan-exhibit service, plan of cooperation with the
schools and teachers."
The library, she explained, would concentrate on resource materials
-non-fiction books, encyclopedias, files of pictures, clippings, recordings of music. Children would be helped to develop research techniques. It was hoped that the museum could attract student teachers
to work with the librarian, for such experience would be very valuable, both for teachers-in-the-making and young-researchers-in-themaking. There would be a special library for teachers. The museum
library would not need to own permanently all its resources. It could
borrow from friendly groups such as embassies and UNESCO.
An annual catalogue would be an important feature of the Loans
and Exhibits Division. Every department would have material to lend
to schools-small pieces of machinery from the Physical Science Division; seeds of foreign plants and small plants from the Natural
Science Division; costumed dolls and dioramas from the Social
Studies Division; prints and original work of children from the Art
Division.
•. Helen went on to describe a plan for late spring meetings each
year with teacher-delegates or principals of all the neighborhood
schools to plan the year ahead. During the year there would be constant meetings with teachers to arrange schedules for classes, visits
to brief the teachers on what the children would be seeing. There
would be a series of workshops for teachers, some the result of a
request by a school, and some because the museum would foresee
their need. The department would work for the closest kind of tie
with teachers and schools, a relationship built on listening and learning as well as talking and teaching.
"And now," Helen said, "let me make a final statement about
our museum-the Village Children's Museum. We believe that such
a museum would be a resource centre in the community, a resource
centre breathing the vitality and excitement of alive learning. In the
classrooms where teachers are already teaching children in a meaningful way, the museum experiences would enrich the program. In
the classrooms where teachers are still plodding through a stereotyped
curriculum without arousing the children's imaginations and interests,
museum experiences would provide a breath of life to stimulate
children and teachers.
"This is our hope. This is why we have chosen to build our neighborhood dream museum. Will it always be a dream or have we, like
so many dreamers, only taken a long look into the future?"
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THE LITTLE BIRD
A WEST INDIES STORY
It's hot.
And cocoanuts grow on the trees.
And rice grows in the water.
Bananas grow on the trees.
And the sun shines so shiny and the people
pick cotton.
Their backs are so hot!
The sun shines just like a flashlight.
That's the end.
By a six-year-old girl

Once there was a little bird.
He lived in a little nest.
So then one day he got so big-bigger than
a hen-so then he laid a big egg-that bigwith a big baby bird in it.
But it was only one day old and then it
grew bigger than its mother.
So then it came a giant bird and then it
got a good fight with the mother and then
it flew away from the mother and then one
day more it laid an egg just about that big
with a little baby bird in it, and then it
knocked the shell open and came out.
By a six-year-old boy

FLUFFY AND ROXIE
,_,.,---

--- -------.

I

I had a dog. I got him from a big mother
dog. It was a little dog. He growed and he
was the same big as Pedro. He has other
friends. The big mother dog is Fluffy. The
little dog is Roxie. Fluffy goes to school and
Roxie goes to kindergarten.
And the teacher is a great big dog!
By a six-year-old boy

WILD HORSE

.
I•

I am a wild horse, I am on a hill.
I see a lot of people on the North Fjord's
edge
They are waiting for their husbands' fishing
boats.
I can hear a babble of talk, the fishing boats
have come at last.
I am in peace after a whole hour, the crowd
is gone, the little
herd grazes in peace.
By a nine-year-old girl
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A BABY
A baby is about the nicest thing I know.
When it first walks it goes toddling and
when they try to talk to you they don't talk
your way. They talk a different way entirely. They talk their own language, and
you can't understand them, and I suppose
they don't understand us. But it will soon
begin, I suppose, don't you?
By a nine-year-old girl

FOUR YEARS
Four Years walked softly upstairs not
wanting to awaken anyone. Everything was
quiet. Looking into the kitchen she saw an
old man with a white beard and eyeglasses.
In his trembling wrinkled hand he held a
Jewish newspaper.
He looked up and saw her. She went over
and kissed him on the cheek. After he kissed
her, Four Years sat down.
T he old man began making some tea. He
slowly poured out the tea in two large cups
and gave one of them to Four Years. Then
he took his cup and began pouring tea
shakily into a saucer. A little of the tea fell
on the table. His slow, painful steps took
him to the sink where he got a cloth and in
the same painful way wiped it up.
He sat down finally and putting a piece
of sugar into his mouth began to sip his tea
loudly. The girl wanted a saucer too so the
old man got up again and got one for her.
He put it on the table. Four Years began to
imitate the way the old man drank his tea,
and all the while looking up at him from
under her bangs.
Finally the house began to wake up. She
heard her father shuffling to his bath, her
mother making breakfast, her aunt groaning
about her pains. Four Years kissed the old
man on the nose and ran downstairs.
By a thirteen-year-old-girl

THE FISH IN THE NET
In Atlantic City we went out on a long
thing over the water.
We walked and we walked and there was
a big net.
Soon it got closer and closer and the fish
in the net splattered around and splattered
around and jumped around and the net
came closer and the fish splattered around
and splattered around and splattered around
on their brothers and sisters.
How would you like to be a fish in a net
and splattered around on your brothers and
sisters?
By an eight-year-old bey
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ONE PARENT'S BOUQUET TO MODERN EDUCATION
It is a pleasure to teachers to have a parent spontaneously raise
her voice in praise of the modern education that her children are
receiving in one of New York City's public schools. It is particularly
satisfying to us at Bank Street College since this is a school in which
the College in cooperation with the Board of Education, maintains
a Workshop for Teachers.

• SONYA F. KAUFER
Parent in a Bank
Street
Workshop
Sch<><>l.

I've been reading a number of articles recently about the dangers
of modem education, and they have me worried. I'm afraid that because of some well-meaning, but terribly misinformed people our
schools may retreat from almost half a century of exciting, valuable
advances on the road of learning.
As the mother of two young children, the possibility of such a
retreat horrifies me, because it would cheat them not only of the
rich, mind-opening education that a good modem curriculum can
give, but also of the kind of schooling that prepares them for life
in today's and tomorrow's complex world.
Just what is meant by "modem education?" How is it different
from the schooling of a generation ago? And wiry is it different?
When I was a child, school was supposed to be hard work and
parents and teachers combined to make sure that it was. They did
this for two reasons: first, because rote memorizing of rules, tables,
dates, places, rivers and lines of poetry was considered the best way
to learn; and second, because these activities were considered
"good discipline."
In the past twenty-five years or so, psychologists have discovered
a great deal about the way human beings learn. One of their most
important discoveries is that people learn best by doing; that experience makes a more lasting impression than memorizing facts from
the best of books. So modern education tries in every way possible
to broaden our children's experiences-to have them see, hear, feel
and smell the world around them in addition to being told about it
or reading about it.
Just one small example: when I went to school, I learned how
butter was made, the way all other city children did. The teacher
described the process to the class and then showed us a picture of
a churn. My little girl, however, spent an hour in her class the
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other day, making butter. The children took turns working the churn.
Together they watched the cream thicken. Later, they spread their
butter on crackers and ate them with milk-enjoying the important
experience of sharing with friends the product of their own labors.
Next year they may take a trip to a large metropolitan creamery to
see how butter is made commercially. Just playing? Of course not.
Those youngsters will have a clearer idea of how butter gets from
the cow to their table than I ever did.
The modern teacher of the young child uses situations more than
textbooks. Chlldren learn the geography of their city by travelling
around it-to neighboring streets when they are very young and to
the most outlying districts, when they are older. Movies and film
strips take them where they can't go themselves. With books they
fill in what they've already seen and heard and experienced at first
hand. And how much they read! Anyone who remembers, as I do,
the one reader most classes covered in a whole term must be amazed
at the number and variety of books even the youngest grades absorb.
My daughter's teacher took her entire class down to the school's
sub-basement last winter, so they could see how the furnace was
fired and hear from the building engineer how steam and hot water
are made. How I wish my teacher had thought of such a fine lesson.
In this process of learning by living, the 3R's are still as basic as
ever. But the children aren't always learning these skills in the same
way their parents did. When youngsters read directions for baking
a cake or building a model airplane or running a meeting-that's
reading, even when a special hour isn't always set aside for the subject.
When they give the right change as they play grocery, or divide
up a birthday cake so everyone can have a share, or tally votes in
a class election to find what per cent each candidate received-that's
arithmetic, even if it's less painfully acquired than it used to be.
When they write up an interview for the class paper or prepare a
report on a recent trip or send a letter asking permission to attend
a public function- that's wriling--composition, spelling, grammar
and vocabulary, not to mention practice in poise and good manners.
This doesn't mean, of course, that the drill and drudgery arc gone
altogether. A certain amount of it is a necessary part of learning multiplication and long division, spelling and grammar and other important basics. The change lies in when this drill is introduced.
In my school days arithmetic never meant anything but long hours
of reciting tables and doing one meaningless "example" after another.
By the time we were half way through elementary school, all but
a rare few with a real genius for "math" hated it for life. Today
youngsters first learn the value of numbers- the way they are used,
the fun of manipulating them, their great importance in every-day
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living. When they know this, they can understand why they must
drill and memorize and become proficient. They may not love the
drudgery any more than we did, but they stay with it more willingly
and therefore learn more in less time.
But do lessons learned this way really stick? What about all the
reports about children who don't learn to read, write or add straight?
There are such children, of course. There always were, even when
teachers used hickory sticks to enforce discipline and youngsters were
left back term after term because they couldn't keep up with their
classmates.
Just a glimpse at census figures in the World Almanac and we
can see that millions of children are going through eighth grade
and high school today who would only have completed a few grades
of elementary school twenty years ago. In 1920, only one third of
all young people between the ages of fourteen to seventeen were in
school. By 1949, 82% were in school. This means that along with
the many more average and superior children now in school, there
are also many more who are below average, too.
On army tests, college entrance exams and numerous other educational surveys, young people are doing as well or better, in most
instances than their parents did at the same age. In the twenty-five
years between World Wars I and II, the reading rate and comprehension among draftees rose four grade levels. In fact, the median
score of World War I became the lowest 25% of World War II.
This doesn't mean that education is better in every school or in
every community that has introduced modern methods. There may
very well be instances where the schools have become worse instead
of better. Certain schools and certain school systems may be using
the modem techniques poorly. Overcrowded classrooms and halftime sessions are far from conducive to learning, even with the best
of methods. And in the best schools, individual teachers may lack
either the skill or the temperament, or both, to teach well. This is
especially true when teacher salaries continue to Jag behind other
income groups and men and women devoted to their profession have
to choose between teaching and earning a living.
Another complaint often heard against modern education has to
do with the way children learn social studies. "They're not teaching
history any more." If that were true, it would be outrageous. But it
isn't. "They" are teaching American history, though again somewhat
differently than a generation ago. I heard this question come up
in a parent's workshop at my child's public school, with Charlotte
Winsor, chairman of the Public School Workshop of the Bank Street
College of Education.
"It's true," Mrs. Winsor explained, "that we don't put as much
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stress as we used to, in the early grades of social studies, on memorizing unrelated facts and dates. But we also start teaching social
studies far younger than we used to. We try first to give the child
a feeling of the flow of history, of the place he has in the total lifespan of the country. We discuss the people who were here before
the white men came--the Indian children who may have played on
the very spot his school now stands-and what life was like for those
children. We look back at the earlier settlers and how they lived;
the waves of immigration and the people they brought to this country.
We look back at the countries they left, too, because the sense of
on-going history is important not only to our children's understanding
of social development, but also to their personal security.
"When they have these facts," Mrs. Winsor continued, "the dates
will fall into place more easily. And they're more likely to stay with
the youngsters, too." Then she smiled at the parents listening. "How
about you?" she said. "All of you learned history the old way, when
dates were drilled and memorized day after day, term after term.
How many can tell me now the significance of 1820? 1857? 1863?
1898? These are all important dates in American history."
We flunked that test. How about you?
The way the social studies are taught today is different from what
it used to be for two reasons. The first, which is reflected in the
techniques of teaching, is because of what we know today-and
didn't know thirty years ago--about the way children learn. The
second is because of what our children need to know-and we and
our parents didn't-to live happily and securely today.
H. G. Wells once said that civilization is a race between education
and catastrophe. As a mother with one worried eye on the morning
headlines, I'm terribly aware of how close this race has become.
How well my children and their contemporaries learn these added
lessons-getting along with others, appreciating differences, respecting
human beings regardless of their color, creed or ancestry-may, in
the not-very long-run determine how long they stay alive. I have very
selfish reasons for cheering the "new fundamentals."
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The night outside of the sleeping porch is black and filled with
wailing cries. The terrifying sounds have wakened all of us.
"Don't be afraid, children. That's just Duncan Scott having
another nightmare," mother whispers to us. "He's having a very
bad dream. He'll be all right in the morning."
We know that Duncan's nightmares come every once in a while,
in the middle of the night.

• CLAUDIA LEWIS
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"Nightmares," mother says. But we have heard her and father remarking from time to time that the Reverend Scott is a harsh man.
Bits of talk we have heard-"He beats that child.... A cruel man."
"Nightmares?" What dream could terrify him so?
"Nightmares?" Does mother really know what is going on in that
house across Tenth Street right now? Is that severe man standing
there in the dark room where Duncan sleeps, standing there in his
minister's robes, beating the little boy?
These cries are not like the ordinary daytime cries of children.
Duncan's nightmare cry comes shrieking across night, shrieking and
then wailing, wailing. It is a sound as frightening as darkness down
in an unknown cellar, as frightening as the pictures of wilderness in
Paradise Lost.
"Mother, why doesn't he stop? Isn't his mother there?"
"Yes, I'm sure she's there, but it's such a bad dream that it takes
him a long time to waken out of it."
What is he dreaming of? His cruel father, who frightens him in
dark rooms at night?
The screams and moans come swelling from his house to ours in
great increasing waves of crying. At length it seems that all of the
black night around us has turned into rightmare sound. In our
square little sleeping porch, walled in only by screens on three sides,
we lie in the very midst of it.
But we are safe in here. Troubled, but safe. Duncan's terror may
come beating up against our screens but cannot reach us.
Safe-because we have our mother and father here beside us, and
we know that no child in this family ever wakes with nightmare cries.
The wailing darkness moves like a sea about us, around and over us.
We pull up our covers and lie tense and listening, but untouched
m our sleeping porch shell, safe as little ocean creatures at home
in the mile-deep ocean depths.
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• MARILYN
CHANDLER
Teacher, Bank Street
School for Children;
Head Teacher, Vassar
Summer Institute.

As one watches children's block play, the emergence of ideas
fairly leaps out at the observer. Even in the following brief and only
partial account of a morning's block work by a group of five-yearolds, one can see the growing concept of relatedness to which the
blocks lend themselves. Imagination and reality have a common
meeting ground as children clarify the world around them by rebuilding it in their own idiom.
Before the actual construction begins, the children engage in an
informal discussion time, allotting space, formulating plans, assigning roles, after which the large group of children breaks up into
handier groups of two or more.
Five boys, Dick, Peter, Scott, Danny and Henry, make up a
spontaneous group for building plans.
Dick: This is going to be a five-person building.
Peter: We'll need from here to the piano 'cause it's gonna get long.
Scott : We'll need lots of blocks-the quads, I think.
Dick: C'mon, men, get to work. I'm first in command.
Peter: So am I.
Scott : So am I.
Dick: O.K. men, we're all first in command. Get to work!
They begin building silently, working in different areas of their
designated space. They carry blocks by the armload, lay them out
and return to the shelves for more blocks.
At first this results in only a sketchy outline of form. Peter stops
on his way from the block shelves to survey the floor plan, which
appears as a series of curves and straight lines spread out in a horizontal pattern.
Peter, pausing: Look! Hey! We're building a highway!
The designation of the building as a highway calls forth a whole
flurry of new building interests from the other four.
Danny: Yeah. Get more curves. If it's a highway, it's got to have
a lot of curves.
Henry: Well, anyway, I'm making the highway along East River
Drive.
Scott: Then you'll have to make it up higher, 'cause I live by
the East River Drive.
Peter, who had named the construction, goes to get some of the
low, wedge-shaped ramp blocks with which he works for some time
before getting them to suit him. Its base resting on the floor, the
ramp reaches to a single unit block standing on end, on which is
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another ramp, spanning the distance between the single unit and
a higher, double unit block, also standing on end, which is to be the
height of the highway.
Peter: Look how I made that stick right up!
The others, observing these elevated ramps, get interested and be.
gin to build a superstructure over their highway.
Danny: Make it higher so we can get under!
Henry: Hey! An airplane field! We can land airplanes!
Peter: We're not going to have any airplanes on my bridge. (to
teacher) Put a sign on, NO AIRPLANES ALLOWED ON THIS
BRIDGE, and then make another sign that says DEAD END until
we get finished.
Scott: Hey! A bridge across the road!
Henry: Dead end. Need to be fixing.
Danny: Here, we'll have to use the underneath one 'til the bridge
is finished.
Scott: Put on an extra DEAD END so we can work ... no one
can go on a dead end.
Dick: It's still crooked, men.
Peter: Cars won't mind the bumps.
By now it has become a rather elaborate block scheme with elevated
curves and ramps leading over or connecting with the original highway below.
A child walking by brushes accidentally against the building and
a section of it collapses. He goes to get the wrecking car from the
shelf.
Dick: Oh-oh, get the fixing car! Toot-toot! Here comes the fixing
car! I've got to bring some fixing things up!
A car going the other way blocks the road, and the teacher, who
is standing nearby, approaches the child who is pushing the car.
Teacher: Your car seems to be in a predicament.
Dick: They can't get squeezed by- they'll fall off!
Teacher: Maybe you need a wider space for getting by.
The child takes this suggestion and piles blocks into a side platform.
Dick: O.K. back 'er up. The fixing car wants by!
The collapsed portion of the roadway is repaired and the DEAD
END signs cleared away. The five children then begin to use toy
cars, buses and trucks on both upper and lower roadways.
Peter: We need more back-up places!
.
Scott: (excitedly) More back-up places! We need more back-up
places!
They build four more side platforms, one twice as long as the
others, for the bus and truck "back-up places." They continue to use
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the highway in this way, but have to keep backing up every time
they meet an approaching car.
The teacher calls them aside.
Teacher: Let's look at this a minute. These trucks and cars are
spending most of the time backing up so the others can get by. How
can we make it easier for them?
Peter: We could make a whole lot more platforms so they wouldn't
have to go so far.
Scott: A two-way road. . . . Yeah! Hey! A two-way road!
This idea is greeted with immediate enthusiasm, and the children
are off to the blocks again to build a wide, two-lane highway. They
stand the ramps on end at every approach to indicate the road 1s
under construction.
Dick: Dead end, men! Nobody use it 'ti! we get it finished.
As the last blocks are put into place, one child hurries to all the
road approaches, puts the ramps down and stands with his arms
stretched wide, while he makes his announcement delightedly. . . .
"The Road of the World-The Road of the World!"
That these five children were deeply involved in their building
there can be no doubt. This block play continued for about an hour,
gradually assuming an inter-relatedness with the buildings of other
children. "Can we attach?" became a familiar question as extensions
were built to already completed buildings and new ones added as
their functions were needed in the play. Eventually there were a
farm and a school, a parking lot, repair station and a depot, involving
many other children in the group.
These children had formed a kind of idea pool from which they
could draw ways of deepening and enriching play through their cooperative use of the materials.
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Parenb Can .J/e/p :J/4eir C/4i/J,-en
Become Better feaJerJ
Mrs. Betty Stone is a graduate of Bank Street College, 1938, parent
of several children, and a remedial reading tutor. She is working on
this topic for her master's degree at Bank Street under the supervision
of Sheila Sadler.

• BETTY STONE
Graduate, Bank Street
College, 1938; remedial reading tutor.

Many educators say with feeling that the average parent in trying
to help his own child overcome ser ious reading difficulty is likely
to do more harm than good. This is not a very comforting thought
for parents who are faced with the problem of a slow reader and
want so much to do something about it. Wh y do ed ucators caution
parents not to tutor their own child? Often parents are so worried,
perhaps unconsciously, that their child will "fail" that they are unable
to communicate encouragement and confidence. These parental fears,
no matter how disguised, soon get through to the child and he too
begins to think of himself as a poor risk.
Let's face it, it is a rare parent who has the patience and skill to
tutor his own child. Most of us find it hard to accept the fact that
our child can be so slow. We are likely to feel that when we have
explained something once, that should be enough. T he fact of the
matter is, however, that when a child has had a sufficiently bad start,
for one reason or another, in some aspect of reading, it may take
months or even years of remedial effort to help him learn again.
As far as direct teaching of reading goes, therefore, the usual parent
will best leave it alone. If his child asks for help with his homework
the parent should of course give it, within reason; but the initiative
should belong to the child. H e should not feel the parental eye constantly over his shoulder. H ard as it is to maintain a genuine "handsoff' policy, we know that the parent's greatest contribution to his
child's success will be a relaxed, confident attitude. If he can persuade
the child of his continuing love-no matter what-and if he can
help to provide non-reading situations in which the child can have
the experience of, indeed get the habit of success, he will be helping
his child to read more than by heckling him to do his homework.
However, because many of us feel a real anxiety, conscious or unconscious, perhaps it will be helpful to consider the many ways parents can contribute indirectly to their children's reading success.
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Most important, they can do all in their power to make sure the
child is in good health. Learning to read is hard work and some children do not learn to read well because they simply do not have
enough energy. Parents can make sure their children do not have
infected teeth or tonsils, or emotional overstrains or other energydraining handicaps. Hearing and eyes are of course very important
and should be checked.
Parents help their children too by creating a family climate which
is friendly to reading. First of all they can see that there are always
plenty of interesting books around for the child to read, either his
own or library. The slow reader should be encouraged to read a
great many easy books rather than a few hard ones. This will increase both his pleasure in reading and his speed. Never fear, when
he is ready for harder books he will go to them.
An excellent list of books for him is the "Good Books for Poor
Readers" of Dr. George Spache, head of the reading laboratory and
clinic at the University of Florida. The bibliography of children's
books (cost $1.60 from the author, Gainesville, Florida) lists books
which are at the same time easy to read and yet not too babyish for
older children. It is, or ought to be, in every school and town library.
Many parents feel that if they read aloud to their children it will
discourage the children from reading to themselves. Quite the contrary is the case. Children who are "read to" learn to appreciate the
pleasure which can be derived from books, especially if the parents
obviously enjoy the books too. It is therefore usually a good idea for
the parents to have at least an equal say in the choice of books read.
Some children fail to learn to read well because their experiences
have been so limited that the words they read have little meaning.
They see reading as a mysterious world of abstract symbols which
can only be approached as a guessing game. For these children,
parents can do a great deal. First of all, they need lots of real experience-cooking, helping Dad with repairs, caring for pets, traveling, noticing natural phenomena, etc. Parents can encourage a "let's
find out" attitude which leads to books as one source of useful information. An intelligent ten-year-old can be interested in and can
understand a great deal more of politics, science, how a bank runs,
his father's business, for example, than many parents give him credit
for. Such children are also helped by visits to museums, factories,
farms, etc.
To help our children to have good reading vocabularies it is valuable to use the same words in talking to them that we would use
with other adults. In other words we should not "talk down" to
them if we want them to learn the words they are going to need as
they go on in school. Children are also likely to catch a love of and
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appreciation of words if their parents are interested in word derivations, in looking up new words in the dictionary, in looking up subjects in encyclopedias, in word games, etc.
One of the principal handicaps many children suffer from as they
advance from simple to more difficult reading matter is a lack of
skill in dealing with abstract ideas. Children who can master abstractions are likely to base their generalities on solid down to earth
realities; they always have a "for instance". Children who can't are
likely to grow up either to shun abstract ideas entirely or, worse, to
talk and write in high sounding but meaningless phrases having no
real relation to anything. This all too common verbalization is not
only irritating to the intelligent listener and reader but, if the general
semanticists are to be believed, is bad for the mental health of the
verbalizer, not to mention the intellectual and political health of
all of us.
Abstract thinking is closely related to intellectual capacity, but
within limits a certain facility can be developed. One of the best
games for practicing abstraction is the familiar "Twenty Questions".
In this game one member of a family chooses an object or an idea
which he describes as animal, vegetable, mineral, immaterial. The
other members of the family, in order to guess the object, take turns
asking carefully thought-out questions, which must be answerable by
"yes" or "no." Not to waste precious questions, children soon learn
to narrow down the field quickly by a judicious use of general questions. It is excellent training in thinking.
Another brain-stretching exercise is "The Game", the modern version of charades. In this each of the members of two opposing teams
is timed while he acts out for his team members some common phrase
or title. The team which guesses all its phrases more quickly wins.
The category sort of question enters into this game also.
Still another good family game is "Categories" ( or "Guggenheim") ,
a pencil and paper game in which the children write down under
each of five different categories a word starting with each of five
different letters. Originality and "doubles" (alliteration) increase~ the
score so that the game encourages imagination as well as teaching
vocabulary, beginning consonants and thinking. For example, "Bugatti" instead of a simple "Buick" under a "B" in the category
"automobiles".
A simple dinner table game children enjoy is "Which doesn't belong?" in which one child names four words, three of which belong
to one category, one of which does not; for example: oranges, apples,
grapefruit, fish, three of which are fruit. The other must guess which
word doesn't fit. There are often several ways of analyzing the same
four words, which makes it interesting.
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An indirect indication of the value of these thought-provoking
games is the recently established fact that reading speed can be increased over twice as much by reading exercises stressing comprehension than by training narrowly directed to speed alone.
For children who have difficulty with phonics ( the sounds of the
letters) there are a number of games which teach them and are fun
to play besides, especially if they are attractively presented. They
should not be a disagreeable chore. The Remedial Education Center,
1321 West Hampshire Avenue, Washington 6, D. C. sells for $1.35
a "Go Fish" game (series 2) which teaches the consonant sounds.
Several other helpful games designed by E. W. Dolch, Professor
Emeritus of Education, University of Illinois, are now available in
stationery and department stores. If you do not see them displayed,
write to The Gelles-Widmer Company, 7530 Forsyth Blvd., St. Louis
5, Mo., and ask for a catalog.
Finally, in these days of late alphabet learning a word should be
said for all the alphabet games so useful for killing time on car and
train trips, and for familiarizing children with the order of the alphabet; invaluable preparation for use of the encyclopedia and dictionary.
A good variation is to play these games backwards. My grandmother
packed her trunk and in it she put a zither, a yak, and a xylophone
etc., etc.
To summarize, parents best help not only slow readers but the
children who read well by making letters, words, books and ideas
fun. We help our children to love learning when we love it ourselves.
In addition, there are specific skills which we can encourage. Most
of all we help our children when we love them and trust them, and
when we help them to grow as fast as they can without hurt, away
from exterior discipline to self-discipline, from dependence on us to
dependence on themselves.

SPEAKING TO THE MOON
Oh, holy moon,
Oh, holy moon,
Oh how art thou sliding so slowly
Oh how art thou sliding so slowly
Oh how art thou disappearing in the mom,
And how art thou cometh in the night.
I art speaking to you, holy moon.
I art speaking to you, holy moon.
By a nine-year-old boy
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BOOKS BEFORE FIVE,
University Press, 1956.

by Dorothy White. Oxford

This is the diary a mother kept of her little girl's responses to the
stories they read together, during the years when the child was between 2¼ and 5. Since the mother was none other than Dorothy
White, author of an unusually perceptive critical study of children's
literature, About &oks for Children, and previously a children's librarian, her choices of books for her own child were well informed.
Furthermore, her pleasure in children and books and writing makes
her diary a small piece of literature in itself.
The book is a delight to read and has much to offer anyonemother, teacher, librarian-who is trying to select good stories for
reading aloud to children. Furthermore, its many detailed obseivations about the confusions aroused by certain stories and illustrations
should make the book invaluable for writers and illustrators.
The excellence of this diary lies not so much in its presentation of
what might be considered a "list of good books" as in its observations of how a child reacts, and its thought-provoking comments on
the impact of stories on children.
CLAUDIA LEWIS
Research Associate; Faculty,
Bank Street College of Education

ACADEMIC FREEDOM IN OUR TIME, by Robert M.
Maciver. Columbia University Press, 1955.

In the spring of 1951, Columbia University established the American Academic Freedom Project under the directorship of Dr. Robert
M. Maclver, Professor Emeritus of Political Philosophy and Sociology.
Academic Freedom in Our Time is Professor Maclver's report.
It is Maclver's thesis that the purpose of the university is the unfettered pursuit and purveyance of knowledge. To carry out this
mission the university establishes a community of teachers and students who discuss problems of mutual interest in an atmosphere of
freedom and security. T he horizons of understanding are extended
only in such an environment, only where the freedom to explore, inquire, experiment, and communicate are recognized as vital in the
discovery of what is true. This for Maclver is the essence of academic
freedom.
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The post-war period has not treated this right with conspicuous
kindness or understanding. The educator, in common with other
citizens, has found his freedoms questioned, and in some cases restricted or denied. Much of Maclver's book is devoted to a description of these recent infringements of academic freedom.
Of necessity, Maclver defines the danger to academic freedom
in terms of such tangible threats as loyalty oaths, text book censorship, political control of university policy, violations of tenure, and
the like. To this reviewer, these infringements clearly retard the intellectual enterprise which the university is designed to further, but,
in themselves, they do not represent the most serious threat to academic life. For the most part, the episodes are isolated and relatively
infrequent occurrences whose significance appears exaggerated in
Maclver's analysis. Though they clearly violate the principle of academic freedom, the principle still stands and the overwhelming majority of educators enjoy its full protection. Intellectuals, as David
Riesman has pointed out, think the threats to their work enormous,
and by thinking them so, excuse their unwillingness to defend their
rights. In reality, the objective threats are considerably magnified
and distorted.
A book such as Maclver's serves a useful purpose only if it encourages educators to recognize the infringements of academic freedom for what they are: dangerous occurrences which, though infrequent, must be resisted. If instead, the threats are inflated so as to
justify passive acceptance, the book may contribute to the very forces
it deplores.
WILLIAM RABINOWITZ
Research Associate,
Bank Street College of Education
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"The poetry innate, untold
of being only four years old"

The poetry that Christopher Morley refers to is probably compounded of the achievements,
the excitement and the growing pains of a four-year old. Certainly this was true of the
Associates.
The achievements were those of growth in membership (by more than one-third) , of
expanded programs and enlarged service to the College.
Among our activities were some new ones-two benefit cinema previews at the Museum
of Modern Art, and a public lecture by Dr. Benjamin Spock. We also carried on our pattern
of previous years by holding our fourth and most successful conference to date, on Imagination
in Education. The proceedings are being published as a service to those who want a permanent
record of some of the inspiring and provocative things that were said.

In order to carry on a more active program, the Associates appointed Mrs. Aileen Wittenstein as Executive Vice-President, who, through her considerable abilities and by being at the
College each day, was able to organize and coordinate our efforts to greater effect. As a result,
the Associates were able to assist in the public relations program of the College and, in particular,
in the publication of a widely distributed News Bulletin and a more professionally directed
Newsletter.
The great excitement on our horizon lies in the coming of a new President of the College,
John Niemeyer, and in the approaching fortieth anniversary of Bank Street. A sense of
revitalization and of a "New Stage of Growth" ( to use Lucy Mitchell's own words) is apparent
all through 69 Bank Street, and the Associates are already working on plans to launch this
new phase of the College's career.
For surely Bank Street is going to be forty years young not old, and in her role as a pilot
institution has achieved a strength and an eminence which adds greatly to her importance. In
the face of the challenging ltnd vexing problems of today's world, it is our privilege to be
Associates, to be on the job working as friends of the College helping her to lead the way
towards the better education of children everywhere.

WILLIAM F. BLIT ZER
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by members of Bank Street College Writers Laboratory: edited
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IMAGINATION IN EDUCATION*
1956 Conference Proceedings
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2.08
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by Lucy Sprague Mitchell and
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Teacher's Guide . . . . .
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by Elizabeth C. Gilkeson
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WHAT DO WE EXPECT OF OUR TEACHERS*
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